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Date: 29/7/1998

Secret – Peculiar
 

TO / Tameem Branch Leadership Security Partner
Subject / Dwelling Arabic Tribes

Writ below some suggestions that can urge Arabic tribes population to secure
Kirkuk zone.
1.The suggestions are:
a. Increase loans gained for farmers to rescue them from implementers that

enable them to arrange their matters.
b. Accomplish the essential services, such as, electricity wires, water nets and

oblige taxi drivers to stop in villages.
c. Provide the villagers by weapons to support them.
d. Complete fulfilling lands distribution and performs agricultural contracts.
e. To oblige farmers to settle and live in villages. Prevent them to rent their

residency for others.
f. Establish Farming Conventions in all villages.
g. To shape Al- Masheaka houses, all matters must be under President

commands.
h. Prevent the shepherds and wanderers in pastures from rambling and provide

a special rout for armies to move freely to their military units.
i. To fill up all the vacant in schools and to grant teachers and scholars same

privileges after transfer their Nationality Files to dwell in villages.
j. Study farmers children Resignation subject of Military services or forming

Defence power such as, Police place or frontiers, it will as military services.
2. Providing by some information such as:
a. The Sheik Hussein Khalaf Al- Azawi / chief Al- Ezzaa tribe in Al- Thugur

Convention. He was contracted with Zebari and Harkia (Qadri Al- Zebari
and Saleh Steu Al- Harki). They planted tons at the extent of more than (50)
Ton alone. This planted portion is basically, surpassed State lands within
agriculture Section of Alton Kubri that placed in front of Al- Sada Al- Naem
Convention, by arranging with some clerks of Kubri agriculture Section.
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Theoretically, the mentioned person built his house in the Convention but
did not live in, and exists only when there are Population Committees
visiting. This refers to that some mentioned responsible are not assured
because they convey information before the decided date visit.

b. The Sheik Fasel Muteb Al- Taif / Al- Sara tribe, he gave his land and his
farmers lands to the Al- Harkia by ¼ 21, their dwelling was vague. As well
as, information communicates to him from some employers when
Population Committees visit.

c. Al- Butush tribe / chief, Mahdi Al- Ubiadi, his farmers are (10) and only
four stayed, and their contracts were canceled because of inhabitant. The
other was his children and his brother. Their cultivation was made by Al-
Harkia participation.

d. Al- Bu Saed Tribe / The Sheik Khalaf Ali Harbi was from President Baath
(work Member) has three groups and they are (him, his children, the group
of Bani Ezz and group of Al- Sada that are the followers of Saleh Ahmed
Ebraheem) who had many troubles, most of them contract with Al- Harkia
and the other were clerks of State management / North Oil Company,
Education Municipality …the remains did not inhabit and he knows that .

To see please and ascribe your accurate the correctness of the mentioned
information then, inform us…

With Regards

Partner
Essam Muhammad Suhi

Office Manager
29/7/1998

Copy to:
 - Tameem Governor Partner / to see please for the same purpose and inform us.

With regards
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